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Abstract

Why do policy experimentation regimes breakdown? And, if there are recognizable patterns of experimental failure, what might explain the variation? Focusing on aviation, finance and food safety, this article considers why a policy style that has been credited with China’s successes in the past is failing to address governance challenges in these sectors at present. The article moves beyond discussions of policy misimplementation by reframing experimental failure as a case of policy maladaptation under conditions of complexity and ambiguity. Maladaptation describes how approaches used in previous periods to foster adaptation can inadvertently make a system less resilient in the future. The analysis shows how the degree of consolidation of previously successful experimental regimes lends itself to certain types of maladaptation in the present: consolidated regimes are unable to generate policy alternatives (aviation), moderately consolidated regimes are maladapted for selection (finance), and unconsolidated regimes impede niche creation (food safety).
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Scholars have long credited China’s experimentalist policy style with the country’s institutional reinvigoration following reform and opening. Whereas Soviet socialism was hampered by sclerotic bureaucratic processes, China’s governance model has been characterized by its dynamism, innovative capacity and flexibility owing to its “embrace of uncertainty.”1 In particular, “policy experimentation under hierarchy” has facilitated China’s smooth transition from plan to market across a host of sectors.2 But recent scholarship has highlighted limitations of China’s experimental model that stem from local obstructionism, central government factional infighting and a politically compromised diffusion process.3 Building on this scholarship, this article examines how the breakdown
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of China’s experimentalist model not only speaks to the challenge of getting policy experimentation right but also the real dangers of when an adaptive regime can turn maladaptive.

A reassessment of China’s policy experimentation model is particularly timely given how policymakers point to persistent problems in a range of sectors where policy solutions have not been forthcoming. This article looks at three sectors which have been a major focus of the central government over the last decade: aviation, finance and food safety. In aviation, previous regulatory trials had led to marked improvements in air safety, but officials have been less successful in addressing crippling delays. In finance, specifically in its stock market, trial regulations have not led to the development of responsible institutional investors nor smoothed out market volatility. And, in food safety, the use of model production zones, which created islands of regulatory excellence in the past, has not resulted in fundamental improvements in China’s vast food markets. Why has experimentalist governance failed to address these cases of regulatory governance? And, if these experiments have failed in specific ways, what explains the variation of these failures?

I argue that initial adaptive responses to policy challenges in the 1990s and 2000s have turned maladaptive in the face of increased complexity and ambiguity. Maladaptation describes how approaches taken in previous periods to foster adaptation can inadvertently make a system less resilient in the future. Specifically, this article highlights maladaptation that limits policy variation, weakens the selection mechanism and obstructs niche creation – key elements that were credited for the success of China’s brand of adaptive governance. The analysis shows how the initial institutional architecture of an experimental regime lends itself towards different types of maladaptation as the policy context changes. Consolidated experimental regimes, such as in aviation, where a single central government agency had controlled the experimental process, later struggle to generate significant variation in policy alternatives. In moderately consolidated regimes, such as in finance, where experimentation is centrally managed in coordination with a number of ministries, one observes a compromised selection mechanism. In unconsolidated regimes, such as in food safety, where experiments are locally managed across a fragmented bureaucracy, experiments foster balkanization rather than niche creation.

This research on maladaptation makes two contributions to the study of policy experimentation in China. First, it seeks to move beyond discussions framing experimental failures as one of policy mis-implementation. In so doing, it explores the deeper institutional problems with the experimental regime itself that impugn the mechanisms of variation, selection and niche creation that are crucial to adaptive governance. Second, the article points to how the effectiveness of certain approaches to experimentation might be conditioned by a sector’s stage of market development. China’s hierarchical mode of experimental governance appears less robust in sectors facing high levels of complexity and ambiguity.

Experimentalism and its Discontents

China’s variant of an experimentalist regime, sometimes referred to as “guerilla governance,” “experimentalism under hierarchy” or “directed improvisation,” emphasizes a more hierarchical experimentalist framework than its European and US counterparts. In China, the central government provides policy objectives but allows experimentation on the part of ministries and local
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governments. The centre then ultimately decides which policy experiments to apply nationwide, which reforms are written into law, and which pilot zones are to be shutdown.10

Officially sanctioned experimentation takes three main forms: experimental regulation (provisional rule changes through ministries), experimental points (new policies or institutions in a certain policy area or sector by specific units) and experimental zones (geographical zones with wide discretion).11 In some instances, experiments involve tinkering with an established policy repertoire leading to incremental change; in others, experiments can be dramatic, such as the establishment of a stock exchange, which Sebastian Heilmann refers to as “technocratic, grand experimentation.”12 Whatever their form, experiments are retractable, delimited to a sector or locality, and allow various stakeholders some discretion to design policies. Experimentation also encompasses unapproved experimentation with subunits, civic organizations or individuals that take cues from policy speeches, development plans or perceived political vacuums to engage in new approaches.13

Even the most vocal interlocutors of China’s distinctive experimentation process point to its potential limitations as the country’s policy context changes. An experimentalist model of governance was expected to be less effective as policy consistency, accountability and procedural stability became more important for market development.14 Recent scholarship suggests China’s experimentalist mode of governance is indeed faltering owing to sub-optimal pathways of diffusion, central and local political interventions, rising government debt and corruption.15

This article adds to and moves beyond this discussion of policy experimentation failure by framing it in terms of maladaptation. Maladaptation, which has been a primary focus in the climate change literature, describes how the adoption of policies taken to address a problem at an earlier stage may at a later point exacerbate the vulnerabilities of a target group, shift the problem onto others and erode the sustainability of development.16 These maladaptations can be as bad as the problems avoided: short-term fixes increase exposure and sensitivity in the long-term or local responses create severe externalities in other regions.17 Maladaptations may occur because of negative feedback at a local or macro scale, layering effects of policies, environmental change, or path dependence. Path dependence, which describes institutional lock-ins that limit choice in the long-term, is particularly relevant to this discussion of maladaptations which emerge due to the initial institutional setup of an experimental regime.18

With respect to China’s experimentalist model, this article focuses on maladaptations that target elements intrinsic to adaptability. Yuen Yuen Ang’s seminal study of China’s economic development model highlights why the country’s experimental regime was particularly successful: first, reformers managed to generate substantial policy variation; second, clear benchmarks of success for policy trials enabled reformers to select good trials from bad ones; third, policymakers used the diversity of experiments to promote niche creation in which diverse subunits compete with and learn from one another to facilitate greater change.19

As much as Ang’s framework helps to capture how an adaptive process can lead to regulatory evolution, it also provides a theoretical lens through which to understand how a maladaptive process can obstruct a system’s further development by limiting variation, compromising selection and
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obstructing niche creation. The key question is why previously successful models of experimentation are facing problems of maladaptation now.

**Complexity, Ambiguity and Regulatory Development**

The article proposes an endogenous breakdown of experimentation owing to the increased complexity and ambiguity in the current moment of regulatory reform. In the reform era, during the late 1990s, regulatory development involved establishing the basic foundations of a regulatory regime: a specialized agency, a new body of laws and capacity-building efforts. This process was politically fraught, but the regulatory agenda involved readily identifiable problems, a relatively undeveloped market and building national champions. Prior to 2008, the global state-market orthodoxy was premised on leadership by autonomous, non-majoritarian institutions dominated by technocratic experts. While China did not implement the orthodoxy completely, it did appropriate certain institutional forms and parts of the agenda, such as the establishment of quasi-independent agencies, partial liberalization and an increased role for market self-regulation. This explains the emergence of a host of agencies in the 1990s and 2000s, such as the State Food and Drug Administration, which mimicked Western counterparts.

By contrast, China’s current stage of regulatory development is marked by a relatively higher level of uncertainty - a function of a notable increase in complexity and ambiguity. In policy sciences, complexity speaks to the high levels of interdependence, spillovers and cascades, rather than the technical difficulties involved in a policy sphere. The concept of complexity is used in contradistinction to a notion of complicated, in which a collective is made of separate parts that do not interact with each other. In China, the increase in complexity is tied to larger, more integrated markets, a result of three-decades of successful reforms. Ambiguity refers to the difficulty of setting clear policy goals because of competing values. A major driver for increased ambiguity has been the collapse of the global state-market orthodoxy among Chinese leaders following the global financial crisis in 2008. It is important to note that China’s rejection of a liberal market regulatory approach has not resulted in a clear alternative, as we shall see.

The effects of complexity and ambiguity on the experimental process vary in accordance with the degree of consolidation of the experimental regime. Jessica Teets and William Hurst point to different levels of bureaucratic fragmentation (multiple versus single agency) and degrees of centralization (central government versus local government) in determining the outcomes of experimentation. This article extends this work by collapsing these two factors into a single spectrum based on the consolidation of an experimental regime – from those that are centrally managed and single agency to those that are locally managed and multi-agency (Figure 1).

Maladaptation emerges because the institutional foundations of the experimental system have ossified. The initial architecture of experimentation in a sector resulted from a host of factors, including the strategic importance of a sector, central–local relations, bureaucratic conflicts, factional politics and the political will of the central leadership. Over time, in spite of a changing policy context, these experimental regimes have been stubbornly impervious to reform. Problems of maladaptation emerge as the demands of experimentation change, but the institutional setup remains
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the same. Under periods of complexity and ambiguity, this gap leads to a breakdown in policy variation, selection and niche creation. Of course, the experimental regimes identified below are ideal types and, in reality, one can observe a variety of maladaptations at work in any sector.

In more consolidated regimes, experiments are managed by a single agency at the central government level. These regimes were optimized to address a single regulatory problem by centralizing control through an agency and enforcing trials with little variation. In most cases, these regimes emerged in sectors associated with China’s strategic industries.

The same institutional framework that enabled a unified, top-down approach to innovation, however, has been found to be ill-equipped to generate new alternatives under a moment of heightened complexity and ambiguity. The over-centralized, hierarchical structure is incompatible with markets that have grown larger, involve diverse stakeholders, and are deeply interconnected. The difficulties of identifying where a problem might originate requires greater participation by stakeholders. However, these systems find themselves incapable of receiving input from a wide variety of actors because of an underdeveloped deliberative mechanism. This lack of input is further complicated by an increase in policy ambiguity from regulators regarding the goals of the system. In a hierarchical, punitive system in which there are now multiple goals whose trade-offs are ill-defined, innovators are loathe to pioneer new solutions, leading to a policy variation problem.

In unconsolidated experimental regimes, experiments are locally managed by a fragmented bureaucracy. Originally, given the local orientation of a regulatory issue and the limited risk experiments posed to other sectors, central leaders delegated experimental authority to localities. Multiple agencies would launch their own pilot projects to develop regulatory solutions. However, as markets grew further integrated, tying disparate localities together in a unified market, problems have mounted as an array of local standards come into conflict with one another. Owing to the centre’s multiple and often contradictory goals, it has failed to adjudicate these conflicts. Whereas under niche creation, diverse subunits interact to further propel the system to evolve, under balkanization, diversity leads to further fragmentation of the policy space, increases the cost of collective decision making or leads to the preservation of the status quo.

Moderately consolidated regimes take two forms: centrally managed, multi-agency or provincially managed, single agency. The provincially managed form tends towards balkanization, a problem that was observed following the soft centralization of policy spheres in the early 2000s.
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Centrally managed, multi-agency experimental regimes, by contrast, exhibit problems associated with failed selection. In these regimes, owing to a sector’s importance to the overall economy, experiments were managed by central authorities. But because a sectoral issue affected shared bureaucratic interests, experiments were conducted by several ministries.

Initially, despite fragmentation of experimental authority across central ministries, clearer overarching goals meant that experiments largely cohered into a recognizable reform programme. However, under high levels of ambiguity, the host of interim trial regulations has become increasingly uncoordinated, with experimental rules working at cross-purposes. Central reformers struggle to make sense of mixed results, leading to an inability to select against failed trials. Additionally, ministerial competition has led regulators to prematurely select small-scale trials for national rollout that are incompatible with a complex market.

Methods and Cases

What follows is an account of maladaptations that have led to problems in variation, selection and niche creation. Over 200 semi-structured interviews were conducted with regulators and market participants through a snowball sample from 2013 to 2019. In the aviation sector, interviews focused on former regulators with the Civil Aviation Authority of China (CAAC), airline executives and pilots in Beijing and Shanghai. In finance, interviews were conducted with China Securities Regulatory Commission (CSRC) and China Banking Regulatory Commission (CBRC), stock exchange officials and financial executives in Beijing, Shanghai and Shenzhen. Food safety interviews involved the State Food and Drug Administration (SFDA), the Ministry of Agriculture (MOA), the Ministry of Health (MOH), market practitioners and third-party operatives in Sichuan, Jiangsu, Ningxia, Shandong, Yunnan and Zhejiang. Interviews were triangulated by ensuring discussions with regulators were followed up by meetings with market practitioners who were directly affected by experiments, and then with third-party analysts (academics, journalists and think tank researchers). In more decentralized sectors, such as food safety, interviews were also conducted at various levels of government to contrast accounts from provincial-level authorities with those operating on the ground. To the extent possible, interview data were corroborated with archival materials in Chinese and in English.

Aviation, financial and food safety regulation serve as typical cases in terms of the degree of consolidation of each experimental regime. Each sector has also faced high levels of complexity and ambiguity. Selecting other sectors in which complexity and ambiguity are more benign, and the degree of consolidation less apparent, may obscure rather than accentuate the problematic dynamics unravelling the experimental process. The selected cases help to establish internal validity through in-depth process tracing. Because the theoretical framework was constructed inductively through the cases studied, there are limits to the external validity of my findings. However, one should expect to find similar maladaptive processes at work in sectors with comparable levels of consolidation.

Aviation, finance and food safety are instructive given that they also address several alternative explanations for each type of maladaptation. For example, one might argue that the lack of policy variation in aviation results from the high levels of risk in the sector. However, in the other two sectors, major regulatory failures – in 2008, following the infant formula scandal, and in 2015, following the stock market rout – have highlighted the major risks inherent to governance in these sectors as well. Weaknesses in selection and niche creation could be attributed to a lack of state capacity, in so far as weak institutional support may make it more difficult to learn from small-scale trials (selection) or coordinate model production zones (niche creation). But regulators in each
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sector have benefited from a significant increase in budgetary allocations, manpower and legal authority with which to carry out their respective mandates. Moreover, similarities across two or more of the sectors in other respects cannot explain the variation in the maladaptations observed. For example, in terms of industry make-up, aviation and finance both are designated as lifeline industries and are dominated by state-owned and state-adjacent enterprises, yet different maladaptive processes obtain.

To be sure, the failures of experimentalist governance have not been helped by the change in the political climate under Xi Jinping. The escalation of top-level design through the Party apparatus has led to the proliferation of leading small groups at every level of state hierarchy with the consequent narrowing of local experimentation. In contrast to policy experimentation, Party-led innovation seeks to quickly address information asymmetries between principals and local state agents through centralizing control over personnel and to breakdown collusive relationships between regulators and corporations by imposing policy uniformity from the top-down.

However, the breakdown of experimentation cannot solely be laid at the feet of Xi Jinping. Centralization under the Xi regime can only be associated with one maladaptation in China’s experimentalist approach: the lack of policy variation. As we will see in the aviation sector, the origins of this problem were set well before Xi came to power. In the arena of food safety, problems in niche creation persist despite Xi’s penchant for centralization. And selection issues in the financial sector preceded and continue under Xi.

Maladapted for Variation in Aviation

China’s experience with aviation reform provides a clear demonstration of how a consolidated regime under conditions of complexity and ambiguity becomes maladapted for the purposes of generating policy variation. In the late 1990s, a revamped CAAC re-oriented China’s accident-prone airlines towards safety. The transformation of China’s aviation regime to a centralized, hierarchical system led to accident rates falling well below the global average. However, the same centrally managed, bureaucratically consolidated sector has limited the policy alternatives available to address severe efficiency problems that plague the sector today. Some may argue that consolidation suggests a lack of experimentation writ large, not simply a maladapted regulatory system for experimentation. However, innovations in aviation management do take place but are severely constrained in terms of the parameters for experimentation.

From the mid-1990s through the 2000s, the CAAC reasserted control over local governments and consolidated its control in the bureaucracy. Sustained elite attention to a series of devastating air disasters made it clear that the leadership would not tolerate further lapses in aviation safety. Although its bureaucratic position was tenuous at first, a crucial intervention by Deng Xiaoping in 1980 helped the CAAC to distance itself from the military, and by the 1990s, the CAAC was the sole regulator in the arena of civil aviation.

The policy regime was initially experimentalist in a limited way given that trials were designed, implemented and evaluated by the top-levels of the CAAC and singularly focused on improving safety. Under the leadership of Yang Yuanyuan, from 2002 to 2007, the CAAC implemented a host of new programmes on a trial basis, including soliciting assistance from Boeing and international airlines for pilot training programmes, expanding access to international aviation bodies to
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conduct inspections of crash sites, developing new airline partnerships and implementing safety checklists for ground staff and pilots. Many of the decisions regarding trials – and whether to stop them – were made by Yang himself. To identify where problems in safety were emerging, Yang deliberately slowed the growth of the sector, closing down routes, shutting down airports and delaying plane deliveries. Airlines that failed to adhere to new standards were warned that their licences would be revoked.

Once the regulatory system brought safety issues under control in the early 2000s, aviation officials turned to address severe delays, encouraging airports and airlines to experiment with new protocols for routing, scheduling and airport management. China has the global lead in flight delays, with average delays of 43 minutes in comparison to the global rate of 27 minutes. The aviation system has thus far been incapable of making any headway in improving efficiency. In 2013, a trial launched in eight airports, which was referred to as “unrestricted take off,” allowed planes to take off from airports without knowing whether a runway slot would be open at a destination. As the trial was expanded to more airports, observers noted that while on-time departures improved, the policy led to an increase in air traffic as planes would circle destinations for hours.

In 2016, the CAAC introduced trial regulations specifying that Chinese and foreign airlines would be required to pay passengers whose flights were delayed or cancelled. However, in 2017, average delays stubbornly increased by 50 per cent. This was then followed by a CAAC policy paper advocating for a reduction in flight volumes by 75 per cent in Beijing and Shanghai, as a signal to airlines to experiment with new programmes to improve punctuality. But airlines had little incentive to trial new rules or scheduling procedures that would ease congestion for fear of losing passengers in a market that was already saturated with new entrants. Moreover, major airlines were set to benefit from increased access to new major airport hubs, such as Beijing Daxing Airport, which also blunted the pressure to innovate. Failing to see broad-based changes, the CAAC then applied trial punitive measures against airports that did not achieve punctuality standards by banning additional flights and not approving routes. The measures did increase efficiency, but these gains were offset by a decrease in capacity. As of 2019, flight delays in China remain a frequent feature of travel.

Officials conveyed that the difficulties of experimentation in this phase of regulatory development results from a centralized, hierarchical structure struggling under conditions of complexity and ambiguity. In terms of complexity, the rapid expansion of the air market links thousands of actors in a seamless system of governance, making it all the more difficult to identify the source of problems. As one executive noted, “A single route from Detroit to Beijing required the coordination of four governments and fourteen agencies … If other executives were working at Six Sigma, we were working at Ninety-nine Sigma.” The increase in complexity thus required a
commensurate increase in the number and types of trials by multiple stakeholders to develop solutions. However, a consolidated experimentalist regime has been maladapted for increased participation by airlines, airports and aviation staff.

Scholars of experimentalist governance emphasize the importance of harnessing innovations implemented by frontline agents working in close conjunction with a regulator.55 Even minor adjustments and trials by pilots and air traffic controllers can lend themselves to productive experimentation when applied more broadly by a regulator. Instead, stakeholders complain that the CAAC has often sought to engage in cosmetic trials and shift the burden of experimentation onto airlines, which were not equipped to handle delays on their own. From 2009 to 2018, Chinese airlines had already accumulated nearly US$29 billion in losses, and price competition suggested even slimmer margins in the future; airlines felt they were not a position to experiment without losing market share.56 Moreover, a punitive structure dis-incentivized on-the-ground actors from innovating. An important aspect of improving a regulatory system involves pilots actively reporting emerging conditions to regulators and suggesting new ways to deal with air traffic management. As Boeing’s chief adviser in China explained, a host of problems can arise during taxiing, take off and landing of which regulators may be unaware. The typical response in other countries would be for a pilot to inform air traffic control of the problem. However, the chief adviser stated, “no pilot will talk about a [problem] in China because they know that they will get fired. The system will not allow for this degree of flexibility, and it will hold them back.”57 The lack of a clear channel through which stakeholders can participate in the experimentation process limits the ability to identify problems and provide solutions.

Another major reason for the lack of new experiments on the part of stakeholders is because of the well-known fact that the space for experimentation is highly delimited, given that the military control at least 70 per cent of China’s airspace. Many delays are often caused by the military’s unannounced drills along a flight routes. In 2014, a dozen airports in eastern China had to reduce flights by 25 per cent over two months because of military exercises being conducted in the vicinity.58 In fact, the one innovation that airlines have been calling for since as early as 2010, when the-then chairman of China Eastern Airlines, Liu Shao Yong 刘绍勇, asked for a reassessment of the civil–military airspace management system, has gone unrealized.59 Attempts by the CAAC to corral airport administrators and the airlines to experiment with new scheduling systems to ease delays were thus considered disingenuous: “It seems unreasonable for regulators to call on airports and airlines to make up for this inadequacy,” aviation insiders commented.60

In terms of ambiguity, attempts to rebalance the sector’s prioritization of safety towards other goals, including efficiency and capacity, were also far from straightforward. Observers note that the aviation system had a lopsided emphasis on safety, with little regard for efficiency of air traffic management and passenger capacity.61 Here, ambiguity is less an issue about the target of reforms – to reduce delays – than about how to effectively balance the trade-offs within the system.

The hierarchical punitive structure of the aviation system has made attempts to experiment with re-balancing these priorities extremely challenging. Trial schemes, including allowing temporary access to restricted airspace, are never taken up by air traffic controllers for fear of a potential complication in an unchartered area and potentially being fired.62 There have been instances when regulators will grant temporary access along a corridor from Beijing to Shanghai to ease congestion, but
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air traffic controllers hesitate to grant approval. Encouragement to experiment with different modes of sequencing – that is, the manner in which landings are coordinated – is generally ignored. One aviation executive described the extreme conservatism of air traffic controllers: “you don’t have parallel landings and take-offs … and there are huge distances between planes – around 3 minutes rather than 90 seconds. And no multiple altitudes on the same route.”

What proved essential in overcoming the aviation sector’s disastrous safety record – a consolidated regulatory regime – has led to maladaptation in terms of policy variation. A regime that restricted the number of stakeholders, established a command-and-control structure and resorted to punitive tactics, has proven incapable of generating new solutions in a complex and ambiguous environment.

Maladapted for Niche Creation in Food Safety

In food safety, maladapted model production zones under an unconsolidated experimental regime have impeded niche creation. In terms of complexity, the food market has rapidly integrated local production systems into regional and national distribution chains, requiring the coordination of millions of producers, wholesalers and distributors. At the same time, ambiguity over how food should be produced, what is considered safe enough and how to navigate the trade-offs between food safety and food security is deeply contested.

Following a series of major food safety crises in the early 2000s, the central government sought to expand the formation of model production zones (MPZs) to improve food cultivation, processing and distribution procedures. Local agencies established new agricultural production bases to facilitate the modernization of the agricultural sector in line with their own interests. According to the “one village, one product” policy, agencies would adopt their own village to produce a specified high-value crop, develop production standards and conduct inspections. By 2007, 24,600 hazard-free production bases, 593 central-level demonstration zones and 3,500 provincial-level demonstration zones were established.

County-level regulators observed that MPZs were successful in ensuring regulations were implemented in a cost effective way and also in addressing local food-safety concerns. The zones aggregated farmers in a single base, which allowed regulators to conduct inspections in a delimited geographical space. Regulators found that when farmers adopted a standard operating protocol for planting, pesticide application and harvest, it was easier to identify problems at an early stage. By the early 2000s, MPZs had created islands of regulatory excellence from which officials hoped best practices would diffuse to the broader community.

As MPZs began to proliferate, however, agencies from different localities began to compete with one another over new food production and safety protocols as local markets were integrated into regional supply chains. When standards or testing procedures for additives were not granted equivalence across local governments, conflicts would prevent good models to diffuse. For example, when a major agricultural conglomerate from Shandong province began operating within Ningxia, they sought to bring with them the Shandong model for greenhouse agricultural production. Shandong province had been a major leader in greenhouse production because of its shorter...
growing season, and agronomists had developed a simple, low-cost design that met environmental standards, minimized pest damage and improved the safety of produce. However, as the conglomerate attempted to establish its own greenhouses within Ningxia, the local governments argued that they did not meet the provincial standard. Negotiations between the CEO of the agricultural conglomerate and the Ningxia agricultural department came to a head when the CEO argued that Ningxia’s greenhouse model was not fit for purpose, and local agronomists threatened to derail the agricultural conglomerate’s expansion plans.72

In the Ningxia case, a number of interjurisdictional barriers to diffusion were evident.73 First, local officials in Ningxia felt that the agribusiness did not have an adequate understanding of Ningxia’s growing conditions, particularly its arid environment. Second, the Ningxia agricultural department viewed the Shandong model as a threat, as Ningxia officials sought to use their own standard as a national model for greenhouse production. Finally, local officials refused to even pilot the new greenhouse to test its effectiveness.

In another case, interprovincial conflicts over fishery production standards threatened to shut down an entire market for farm-raised fish.74 In 2006, following the discovery of excessive carcinogens in turbot fish from Shandong, major cities throughout China closed their markets for farm-raised fish from Shandong province.75 The Shanghai FDA sent an investigative team to Shandong province to investigate fish farming practices in Weihai 威海市 and Rongcheng 荣成市. However, after finding that major fishery bases were using nitrofuran and chorymycelinin, the Shanghai FDA asserted that Shandong MPZs failed to meet Shanghai’s standard. As a result, Shanghai closed its market to Shandong, as did Tianjin, Beijing and Guangdong. As the conflict escalated, each locality accused the other of local protectionism; however, the crux of the problem lay with varying standards of what constituted safe fish.

In an unconsolidated regime, the lack of a clear arbiter to parse experiments can lead to an interjurisdictional impasse that is fertile ground for balkanization. Although the central government provided no explanation for not intervening in the interprovincial turbot fish dispute, its wait-and-see stance likely speaks to the ambiguity over how best to produce safe food. First, a new Farmer’s Cooperative Law was set to be promulgated in 2007, highlighting the central government’s increasing ambivalence towards agroprocessor-led industrialized agriculture on MPZs.76 Second, issues related to agricultural pollution stemming from MPZs had become increasingly salient during this period.77 Whatever the reason, the central government’s inaction nearly decimated Shandong’s turbot fish industry and led to a breakdown of the nationwide fish market.

Model production zones have been prone to balkanization in a moment of complexity and ambiguity. One should note that the problem with this system is not because experiments are locally managed but rather that they remain highly dependent on central coordination. A lack of guidance from the centre leads to problematic forms of competition among subunits that, at times, result in local protectionist behaviour, interprovincial disputes over standardization and market disintegration.

Maladapted for Selection in Finance

In finance, we observe how experimentation in a moderately consolidated regime is maladapted for selection. Selection involves the ability to identify positive adaptations for nationwide application
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and also to discard ineffective innovations. Alongside the growing complexity of the market has been an increase in ambiguity regarding the appropriate role of finance in the economy. In this new context, a host of uncoordinated trial regulations from different central agencies have posed major problems for selection, particularly for China’s stock markets. First, regulators have struggled to learn from failed policy trials with the result that the same experiments are pursued again and again. Second, even when pilots are selected for a nationwide roll-out, regulators misjudge the applicability of trial regulations to the broader market, leading to stalled diffusion.

Owing to the political sensitivities of establishing a stock market in a socialist market economy, the central government reasserted its grip over the new stock exchanges in Shenzhen and Shanghai by the mid-1990s. Due to cross-cutting policy issues, a number of ministries pushed for experimental regulations throughout the 1990s, including trials for the repackaging of SOEs for listing in Hong Kong, split share reform, the reduction of state shareholdings and the gradual opening of the capital markets through the Qualified Foreign Institutional Investor Scheme. While pursued by different ministries, experimental regulations did cohere into a recognizable programme, which was shepherded but not exclusively controlled by the China Securities Regulatory Commission (CSRC), to facilitate the initial growth of the market and address financing problems in the moribund state-owned sector.

As the market evolved, however, regulators have grown increasingly ambivalent about the trajectory of the stock market’s development. The CSRC operates as the primary regulator of the securities markets, with the Ministry of Finance, People’s Bank of China and the China Banking and Insurance Regulatory Commission having adjacent interests and different views on how the market should develop. A senior official explained that the host of new trial regulations involving market stabilization, consumer protection and a more decisive role for market-based pricing, belie a lack of clarity regarding what type of market is appropriate given China’s stage of development and tradition of state intervention. This reality is reflected in the tortuous reform of the Securities Law, which had been debated for over a decade and was dangerously close to being tabled after its third reading. A senior adviser to the CSRC commented on the proliferation of trials and its implications for systemwide reform: “we don’t really have a guiding philosophy at the moment … everyone likes to talk about high-level issues, about system reform, but at the end of the day, you need to talk about how to actually get things done … we don’t have a plan at this point.”

In the context of pervasive ambiguity, interim trial regulations reflecting the different interests of central government players have led to incoherent trials whose results have been difficult to parse and have led to the same policy trials being repeatedly conducted. As noted above, a key aspect of selection involves discarding innovations that are viewed to be ineffective. For nearly two decades, the Shenzhen and Shanghai governments have sought to establish start-up friendly boards that are geared towards the listing of high-growth technology companies. Yet central government bodies’ interest in experimenting with new boards have diverged because of their different views on financial risk, threats to the state-owned sector and rapidly changing market sentiment. Regulators balancing the multiple objectives of different bureaucratic stakeholders opted for a host of conflicting trial regulations that at once advocated for market mechanisms and state control. Reforms loosened particular aspects of the listings approvals process related to a company’s business operations, such as reducing profitability requirements from three years to two years, while at the same time retaining strong state controls over listing protocols. Within three years of the ChiNext board’s establishment in 2009, China’s first attempt at a Nasdaq-like board, the waiting list for listing candidates
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quickly grew to over 300 firms. Following the failures of the ChiNext Board, financial regulators once again attempted to build a start-up friendly board through the National Equities Exchange and Quotations Board in 2012, which also involved a mixed bag of rule changes. This project ultimately failed, leading to China’s best technology firms continuing to list offshore. One financial adviser in a Chinese think tank highlighted the déjà vu quality of these experiments: “there’s a boom-and-bust cycle, we close a board, and we then create a new board [trying the same thing].”

The breakdown in learning in China’s quest for a Nasdaq-like board was attributed to the internal incoherence of these trials. Because the experiments relaxed market entry requirements while also retaining state approval for listing, regulators were uncertain if weaknesses in the new boards were a function of an overly conservative state, or if the relaxed requirements allowed weaker entrants to gain approval for listing. The design of the interim regulations did not provide clear evidence, so regulators repeated the same trials to no avail. One regulatory advisor commenting on this reform process said, “We tried to learn from [past failure], but we didn’t learn from it correctly. We still tried to create state requirements but, ultimately, that undermines the whole notion of moving towards a [market-based] model.”

Regulators have also problematically selected trials that were unlikely to succeed as the basis for broader application. Bowing to pressure from other ministerial-level or provincial players, the CSRC has moved forward with trials without a clear view as to how trial regulations delimited to a select group of participants were applicable to a broader market that had grown increasingly complex.

The new STAR Market established in 2019 sought to trial a number of new regulations that would liberalize listings management and trading. The CSRC had been reluctant to establish a new board because of the recent stock market rout in 2015, but the Shanghai government, eager to establish itself as an international financial centre, lobbied other central officials to launch a pilot scheme. When Xi Jinping unexpectedly announced the new board at the Import Expo in 2018, CSRC officials rushed to set in place new rules for the board. The new trial guidelines in Shanghai explicitly sought to move the entire stock market towards a registration system, requiring firms to file documents with the CSRC for the purposes of information disclosure, and allowing the exchanges to manage listings themselves. The STAR Market’s first year was heralded as a success by some and, in 2020, the new regulations were applied to the ChiNext Board in Shenzhen. Later in 2021, the new Beijing Stock Exchange also opted to adopt a registration system.

From the outset of the trial, the CSRC was sceptical of the STAR Market’s applicability to the entire market due to the predominance of retail investors, high rates of corporate fraud and weak market intermediaries. Regulators in charge of the pilot were concerned that the emphasis on information disclosure was misplaced, given that investors lacked the ability to process this information. This in turn increased the risk of fraud. One regulator asked, “can a process of asking for more information really address the fraud and manipulation in the market?” Regulators were also worried about volatility, particularly because high-tech firms were inherently risky.

Recent problems in the experimental boards seem to substantiate the CSRC’s original concerns, despite recent central government pronouncements in 2022 suggesting an accelerated roll-out. Trading on the boards has been subject to extreme volatility, which at one point reached 3,000
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As of August 2021, over 40 per cent of IPOS had been frozen or terminated owing to the regulator’s concerns about their lack of viable business operations. In the financial sector, we observe how a moderately consolidated regime is maladapted for selection in the face of increased complexity and ambiguity. In the stock market, pressures from major ministerial-level agencies lead to incoherent trials, the results of which the state struggles to understand, leading to unsuccessful trials being run repeatedly. In addition, pilots that are unlikely to succeed are prematurely expanded nationwide.

Discussion and Conclusion

China’s embrace of uncertainty in the 1990s was credited for a number of the country’s dramatic transformations. But as markets have become more complex and ambiguous, we are now observing the other side of uncertainty – its negative consequences – in a maladapted experimental regime that renders the policymaking system less resilient. Consolidated experimental regimes are unable to generate sufficient variation in policies owing to the lack of channels for stakeholder engagement and unclear trade-offs between policy goals. Once-successful model production zones in unconsolidated experimental regimes have tended towards balkanization, rather than niche creation, owing to complications that emerge as local markets are integrated into national supply chains and a central government that is unwilling to adjudicate disputes. And in moderately consolidated experimental regimes, such as finance, an uncoordinated host of interim regulations emanating from major power brokers in the central government lead to problems in selection.

That China’s hierarchical experimentalist regime is encountering difficulties in a moment of significant complexity and ambiguity should not be particularly surprising. The system’s emphasis on adaptation, disruption and innovation has sat in constant tension with a routinized, top-down bureaucratic apparatus. In each maladaptation, one can observe problems with the hierarchical approach to experimentation: in aviation, central leadership has shut out lower-level actors; in finance, central reformers’ lack of a clear agenda has led to incoherent trials; and, in food safety, central reformers have failed to adjudicate local disputes. In other countries, experimental governance is neither top-down nor bottom-up, with autonomy conditional on the reporting of findings and being subject to peer review, and diffusion occurring on a voluntary basis. This article contends that China may need to adapt its adaptive regime in order to address a new market context.

The limits of state-driven regulatory reform in a moment of heightened complexity and interdependence have also led some scholars to advance a notion of safety culture to address the lapses in regulatory oversight. A safety culture approach emphasizes a more bottom-up process by which organizations themselves inculcate a system of risk management that identifies risks, communicates the importance of managing risk and mitigates risk in demonstrable ways. Such advances provide a positive spin on persistent regulatory deficits in China – that more bottom-up approaches to address safety problems will still emerge, even as the state’s experimental apparatus struggles to identify solutions.

Are we witnessing the end of the reform era, a period marked by institutional diversity, incremental reform and partial liberalization, as some suggest? Perhaps another way to consider the end of reform is to highlight how an increasingly complex and ambiguous policy context has placed China’s experimental apparatus under extreme strain. How the regime responds to uncertainty will
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determine whether the post-reform era will be characterized by a period of transformative governance or a state that is trapped in transition.
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